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The Map of Spanish Musical
Heritage is a web publication
of the Music and Dance
Documentation Centre, that
uses the tool of Google Maps
to present in an interactive
way, all the institutions that
hold original musical sources
and/or musical holdings



Introduction and editing
criteria

Institutions types
. Archives
. Libraries
. Documentation and Research Centers
. Museums and Collections of Musical 
Instruments 

As long as they have:
. patrimonial holdings
. any kind of description tools such as catalogs, 
inventories or literature documents
. they were accessible to the public and / or
researchers.



General

Bibliography

In addition to the map, the

information is supplemented by

a selection of bibliographic

references about general

aspects of the musical heritage

in Spain.



The current number of institutions in the database at the moment is

359 records: distributed as follows:

• 280 archives

• 108 libraries

• 33 documentation centres

• 61 museums and instrument collections

Data



Searches

Among others, it is possible to search by these criteria:

• Browsing directly on the map

• Searching for words in free text: name of institutions, but also addresses, 
content…

• By institution name

• By town

• By composer name

• By institution type by selecting the icon



First sight of 
Institutions
of all kinds
once we go
into the
Map itself



As we zoom in, we
see more flags of 
different colours, 
showing the
different types of 
institutions: 
Archives, Libraries, 
Documentation
Centres and 
Museums



• Beside a direct access to them by
browsing through the map and clicking
on the flags, you can go to the content
through a search engine that retrieves
information for any word/any field.

• Ex. “Cathedral”

• The searching results show a list of
institutions and their place in the map,
and by clicking on them, it opens a
small window with

• the name

• the bare address, and

• “more info”



“more info” takes us to the institution
record. Each record includes the
following information:

. Location data of the institution, with
links to its website

. RISM code

. Brief description on custody
documents and, where appropriate, 
a list of funds, collections or legacies, 
and sometimes links to catalogs or
inventories of all or part of the funds

. Specific bibliography on the funds of 
the institution



Example of search by
institution type

Ex. Museums (yellow
flag):

61 results shown at 
the map, and as a list



In some cases, the information

provided includes the list of 

personal funds, and, as in this case 

with the Archivo Joaquín Turina, a 

direct link to its complete 

catalogue:



Example a of combined search by institution type with a 
term in the search engine:  Libraries + Choirbook

Ex. National Library, 

that offers a link to a 

catalogue of 

Choirbooks, and to 

specific catalogues 

of personal archives



Sources

• This work relays on two of the main databases of 

our center: 

• Musical Resources in Spain, directory of music 

and dance institutions in Spain, and 

• BIME (Spanish Musical Bibliography), 

bibliographical repository of musical literature.

• We have counted with the help of

• RISM-Spain, who supplied the sigla for all the 

new institutions, and the

• Spanish group of AMA project, who generously 

provided the data collected for this project, 

with lot of new information.
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